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This record contains original speeches and interpretations♦ The final text, 
containing translations, will be distributed as soon as possible.
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Corrections should be submitted to original speeches only. They should 

be sent in triplicate, within three working ¿ays, to the Chief, Conference 
and Meetings Control, Office of Conference Services, Room llOU, and incorporated 
in mimeographed copies of the record.
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the co-operation of delegations in strictly observing this time-limit would be 
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AGENDA ITEM 92

EXAMINATION OF THE QUESTION OF THE RESERVATION EXCLUSIVELY FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES 
OF THE SEA-BED AND THE OCEAN FLOOR, AND THE SUB-SOIL THEREOF, UNDERLYING THE HIGH 
SEAS BEYOND THE LIMITS OF PRESENT NATIONAL JURISDICTION, AND THE USE OF THEIR 
RESOURCES IN THE INTERESTS OF MANKIND (A/6695: A/C.1/952)

The CI-fAIRM-'vI'I: As the Committee agreed yesterday, wc shall start today 
consideration of item 92 of the agenda, dealing with the sea-bed and the ocean 
floor. The documents on this item are listed in the Journal. Members 
of the Committee may have noticed that a new document has been circulated 
by the Secretary-General under the symbol A/C.1/952.

The first speaker this morning is the representative of Malta.

Mr. PARDO (Malta): May I first of all, Mr. Chairman, express my
deep appreciation to you for permitting me to introduce at such an early date the 
item submitted by my delegation entitled "Examination of the question of the 
reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, 
and the sub-soil thereof, underlying the high seas beyond the limits of present 
national jurisdiction, and the use of their resources in the interests of 
mankind".

I understand that the fact that Malta has raised the question of the sea-bed 
and of the ocean floor in the United Nations General Assembly has aroused seme 
astonishment, if not suspicion, in the minds of some delegations, and even 
among legislators in some countries. A member of the House of Representatives 
of the United States recently expressed the feelings of many in the following 
words:

"The United States as a Member -- and I might add a paying Member -- 
of the United Nations is entitled to know: First, why did the Maltese
Ambassador A.rvid Pardo, make this premature proposal? Second, who out 
the Maltese Government up to the proposal? Are they perhaps the sounding 
board of the British? Third and most of all, why the rush?
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”lt is my conviction that there is no rush; it is my conviction 
that the presently agreed international law is reasonable and substantive. 
There is little reason to set up additional unknowns and additional legal 
barriers which will impair and deter investment and exploration in the 
depths of the sea even before capabilities and resources are developed." 
(Congressional Record, 28 September 196?, HI2e8l)

Me feel that we owe a brief explanation to those in this room who may share the 
sentiments so frankly expressed by the Congressman.

The Maltese islands are situated in the centre of the Mediterranean. Ue 
are naturally vitally interested in the sea which surrounds us and through 
which we live and breathe. Ue have been following closely for seme time 
developments in the field of oceanography and deep sea capability and have been 
impressed by the potential benefits both to our country and to mankind if 
technological progress takes place in a peaceful atmosphere and within a just 
legal framework and, on the other hand, by the truly incalculable dangers for 
mankind as a whole were the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond present national 
jurisdiction to be progressively and competitively appropriated, exploited and 
used for military purposes by those who possess the required technology. Hence 
our request for United Nations consideration of the question. Our proposal was 
formulated entirely without the benefit of advice from other countries and I ca 
categorically state that we are not a sounding board for any State and that 
nobody "put the Maltese Government up to it".

A/C.1/PV.1515
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Malta)

My Government decided to take action at this session of the General 
Assembly because rapidly developing technology makes possible the 
exploration, occupation and exploitation of the world1s sea-beds and much 
of its ocean floor. We are convinced that in accordance with historical 
precedence this capability will lead, indeed is already leading, to 
appropriation for national use of these areas, with consequences for 
all our countries that may be incalculable. Appropriation for national 
use of the sea-beds and ocean floor underlying the seas beyond the limits 
of present national jurisdiction may be inevitable, but we believe that 
Governments might appreciate an opportunity to give careful consideration 
to the issues involved and to examine whether it might not be wise to 
establish seme form of international jurisdiction and control over the 
sea-beds and ocean floor, underlying the seas beyond the limits of present 
national jurisdiction, before events take an irreversible course.

Hie dark oceans were the womb of life: from the protecting oceans
life .emerged. We still bear in our bodies —  in our blood, in the
salty bitterness of our tears —  the marks of this remote past,

\

Retracing the past, man, the present deminator of the emerged earth, is 
now returning to the ocean depths. His penetration of the deep could mark 
the beginning of the end for man, and indeed for life as we know it on 
this earth: it could also be a unique opportunity to lay solid foundations
for a peaceful and increasingly prosperous future for all peoples.

The air is the atmosphere of our planet: the seas and the oceans
are the atmosphere of the submerged land which constitutes more than 
five-sevenths of the area of this earth. The sea has been used as a means 
of communication in peace and war for thousands of years: its living
resources, plants and fish have long been exploited; and around the use 
of the surface and upper layers of the seas a complex body of international 
law has developed, but the depths of the oceans and the ocean floor were 
of little interest until little more than a hundred years ago when the 
question of laying a trans-Atlantic cable came to the fore. It was at 
that time that the first scientific deep-sea surveys were undertaken.

(Mr. Pardo.
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(Mr. Pardo, ¡■.alta)

Subsequently, the invention of the echc-sour.der enabled scientists to 
obtain much more precise and detailed information on the shape of the 
bottom of the sees and oceans than had been possible by using the previous 
method of the weighted line. Ocean f3.oor photography and deep submergence 
vessels with near-bottcin capability now enable us to acquire an ever- 
increasing store of knowledge about the sea-beds and the abyss, although 
we must remember that vast areas still remain to be mapped.

It may be useful a/t this stage to give a general idea of the 
geophysical features, known resources of the ocean floor and present 
technological capability to exploit them.

The land underlying the seas and the oceans constitutes nearly three 
quarters of the land area of this earth. It is commonly divided into the 
continental shelf, the continental slope and the abyss.

The continental shelf can be defined as that area, of the sea or ocean- 
floor between the mean lew water line and that sharp change in the 
inclination of the fleer that marks the inner edge of the continental 
slope. The sharp change in inclination from about cne-eighth of one 
degree to more than three degrees, occurs at varying depths, usually 
around the 130 to 150 metre contour line. The width of the shelf ranges 
from less than one mile to up to 8C0 miles. Continental shelves, 
frequently scarred by deep canyons, can be generally characterized as 
the geological continuation of adjacent land areas of which they are the 
submerged extension.

The continental slope, usually from ten to twenty miles wide, 
extends frem the outer edge of the continental- shelf to the abyss or 
ocean floor, The inclination of the slope varies widely from as little 
as tnree degrees to over forty-five degrees: slopes of twenty-five
degrees are common«

The abyss or ocean floor appears to be a rolling plain from 3>3CO 
to about meters eelev the surface of the sea: it is scarred by
deep gorges called trenches and studded with sea mounts and guyots.
The mean depth of the superjacent waters is 3>8CO metres. More than 
seventy-five per cent of the ocean floor lies at a depth of less than 5>CCG 
metres.
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Ocean "basins are frequently separated by great submarine mountain ranges, 
a few of the peaks of which sometimes rise above the water. The 
greatest mountain ranges on earth are not on any continent, but in the 
sea. The Mid-Atlantic ridge extends the entire length of the Atlantic, 
spanning one-third of the circumference of the globe and frequently 
rising 3)5CO metres above the ocean floor, Tire Mid-Oceanic ridge 
extensively mapped during the years 1959-1965 by the International Indian 
Ocean Expedition, organized by the International Council of Scientific 
Unions, curves in a great arc, in places 1,5C0 miles broad, frcm the 
Arabian peninsula to the Crozet Islands, rising occasionally to 5>S00 
metres above the abyss, yet even its highest peaks miss the surface.
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The floors of the seas and oceans are covered by sediments: terrigenous 
comparatively near the coast, pelagic farther from shore. Pelagic sediments 
are called clays when they contain less than JO per cent of organic remains,

■ and oozes when they contain more than 30 per cent of these remains. The oozes 
in turn are divided into two main groups: calcareous oozes and siliceous oozes, 
oozes and clays are the dominant sediments of the ocean floor; however, other 
materials must also be mentioned; the most important of these are manganese 
nodules.

The beach and sea water resources of continental shelves have been exploited 
for hundreds, indeed many thousands, of years for the extraction of salt, sand, 
gravel and other useful products. The chemical composition of water, has long 
been known. I remember learning at school, almost forty years ago, that a cubic 
mile of sea water contained so many million tons of salt, of compounds of calcium, 
magnesium and potassium, so much bromine and so many tons of other minerals, 
including sixty-five tons of silver and twenty-five tons of gold. I had visions 
of discovering a successful method of extracting a portion of all this wealth, 
visions which apparently were shared by the German Government after the First 
World War when it outfitted a vessel, the Meteor, to investigate whether it was 
possible to find a cheap method of obtaining gold from sea water to pay wTar 
reparations. Unfortunately, it wras found that the cost of extraction far 
exceeded the amount of gold recovered, and the Meteor returned with much 
scientific information but little gold.

An economic method of extracting gold and silver from sea water has not yet 
been found, but in-solution mining -- that is, the process of recovering resources 
by extracting them from sea-water -- is acquiring ever increasing importance in 
unexpected fields. I do not refer so much to the mining of salt, bromine, 
compounds of potassium, calcium, magnesium or iodine or to the possibilities of 
mining other minerals, as to the development of an advanced technology for the 
cheap extraction of fresh water from sea water which gives us the premise of 
making deserts bloom and the possibility of supplying the water needs of 
multiplying urban populations.

In contrast to in-solution mining, on-bottom mining -- that is, the process 
of recovering resources lying on the ocean floor -- is quite recent and may be 
said to date substantially from the end of the Second World War. It involves 
three stages:- exploration, the mining operations themselves and transportation
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to markets. Photography and dredging have up to the present been the principal 
methods of undertaking exploration and have enabled us to obtain a good knowledge 
of the on-bottom mineral resources of large areas of the sea beds of the 
continental shelves of°many countries. The recent construction of specialized 
submersibles will enable us to expand our knowledge more rapidly and conveniently 
Principal on-bottcm minerals mined at the present time on continental shelves, 
usually by means of bucket ladder, hydraulic or grab bucket dredges, include 
tin off Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia, diamonds off South Africa, phosphorite 
off California, and so on.

Sunken treasures are among the more romantic things sought for in the’ shallow 
waters of continental shelves. Their economic value is sometimes considerable: 
within the last few months the treasure, ’worth an estimated $3 million, carried 
by Admiral Shovell's fleet, was discovered near the Scilly Islands and the hulk 
of a Netherlands ship transporting seme half million dollars v.Torth of bullion 
was also discovered. J

It may also be convenient to refer briefly at this stage to the archeological 
treasures lying on continental shelves and on the ocean floor. I have seen an 
apparently authoritative statement to the effect that there would appear to be 
more objects of archeological interest lying on the bottom of the Mediterranean 
than exist in the museums of Greece, Italy, France and Spain combined. There 
must be some basis for the statement since the French Government has constructed 
a submersible, the Archeonaut, specially designed for underseas archeological 
exploration. In addition, the Archeonaut will have the important scientific 
mission of systematically studying for the first time in history the submerged 
quaternary beaches and their prehistoric inhabitants.

Sub-bcttcm mining involves the recovery of minerals existing under the floor 
of the sea bed, and may involve either the exploitation of vein deposits or of 
materials such as petroleum, gas and sulphur. Vein deposits, exploited by drivir. 
shafts and tunnels from adjoining land, are now mined, among other places, off 
Finland and Newfoundland for iron and near Japan, England and Canada for coal.
In view of the limited extent of known undersea vein deposits of metallic ores 
and the inconvenience and comparatively high cost of their exploitation, they 
would not appear to possess much potential significance for world production. 
Quite the contrary is the case for petroleum, natural gas and, to a somewhat 
lesser extent, sulphur.

' , (Mr. Pardo, Malta)
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Although off-shore mining of petroleum dates from lS99> production did not 
become of real economic significance until after the Second World VJar. The 
rapid progress made both in evaluation and in the exploitation of offshore 
petroleum resources is illustrated by the following tentative and incomplete 
data: in 19^7 petroleum reserves under the United States continental shelf were 
estimated at around 35 billion barrels and annual offshore production was about 
25 million barrels, in 1965 known reserves were estimated at some ICO billion 
barrels and annual offshore production had grown to.2k0 million barrels which, 
however, was still only about 7*5 per cent of total United States petroleum 
production. In other parts of the world similar rises in annual offshore 
production and in known reserves have been recorded over the past twenty years,
To give but one example, the Komscmolskaya Pravda of 16 August 1967 reported 
that enormously rich deposits of oil had been found on the arctic continental 
shelf of the Soviet Union at depths of twenty to twenty-five metres. The article 
stated:

"The Tyumen region alone premises by 1980 -- that is, in a dozen years - 
*■ to yield as much oil as was produced in the entire Soviet Union last year 
(1966)”.

Exploration of offshore petroleum resources is proceeding at an accelerated pace 
in nearly all parts of the world with drilling expenditure growing at a 
1*1 per cent compound annual rate.

Even more spectacular progress has been made in the exploration and 
exploitation of offshore natural gas. In 195C United States offshore natural gas 
reserves were estimated at 50 trillion cubic feet and in 1965 they were estimated 
at 150 trillion, in the six-year period i960 to 1965 offshore gas production has 
more than doubled from k0̂ > billion cubic feet to 977 billion cubic feet.

(Mr. Pard o, Mait a
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(Mr» Pardo. Malta)

Exploration activity is continuing feverishly. Me have all heard, for instance, 
of the enormous discoveries of natural gas under the North Sea,. According to 
the Oil and Gas Journal of 27 February 1967 the Groningen field alone is 
reputed to contain kO trillion cubic feet of natural gas, the Shell/Esso ^9/26 

field another 6 trillion, and several other blocks have reserves in the 
trillions.

Up to now I have been speaking exclusively of resources known to exist 
under the shallow waters of the continental shelf. I have tried to rake the 
point that these resources are known to be valuable and that, at least in the 
case of petroleum and natural gas, systematic exploitation of presently known 
offshore resources is likely to be sufficient to cover by itself expected 
growth in demand.

The continental shelf, as we have defined it, however, constitutes less 
than 10 per cent of the sea-bed and ocean floor of the world. Me must now 
examine whether the vast, mysterious submarine areas plunged in perpetual 
darkness that lie beyond the continental shelf contain valuable known 
resources and whether such resources may be commercially exploited on a large 
scale in the near future, and by the near’ future I mean within the next decade. 
In this connexion we shall not refer to the possibility of in-solution mining, 
which, although practicable, does not appear likely, but rather to the potential 
for on-bottom and sub-bottom mining.

Nearly a hundred years ago the "Challenger1' expedition discovered the 
existence of phosphorite and manganese dioxide concretions on the ocean*floor. 
The abundance of such concretions - commonly called nodules - was confirmed 
over the years by a number of oceanographic expeditions and their chemical 
composition was studied. Manganese nodules, in particular, have attracted 
attention and the extent of deposits and concentration of the nodules in 
various locations on the ocean floor have been ascertained with good 
approximation. Manganese nodules are irregularly spherical in shape, like 
potatoes, ranging from 0.5 to 25 cm. in diameter, and are ccmmcnly found on 
the surface of the ocean floor at a depth of between l,5CC-6,CCO metres. 
Concentration of the nodules on the ocean floor, their chemical composition 
and the extent of the deposits vary widely. It would appear that about
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20 per cent of the surface of xhe Pacific Ocean floor is covered by nodules 
sometimes in the almost incredible concentration of 50 kg, per square metre: 
maximum known metal content of the main materials in the nodules has been 
determined as follows: 57*1 per cent manganese, 39*5 per cent iron,
2.1 per cent cobalt, 2.9 per cent copper, 2.7 per cent nickel and .5 per cent 
lead. I do not have world tonnage estimates of manganese nodules; tonnage- 
estimates for manganese nodules lying on the surface of Pacific Ocean sediments 
are quoted by John L. Mero in his bock The Mineral Resources of the Sea on 
page 175. They range from, .estimates made by Zenkevitch and Skornyakova of 
0.9 x 1011 tons to estimates of 17 x 1011 tons. On the basis of those 
estimates Mr. Mero has attempted conservatively to calculate the reserves 
of metals in the manganese nodules of the Pacific Ocean: the results are
astounding. The nodules contain 73 billion tons of aluminium equivalent 
to reserves for 20,000 years at the i960 world rate of consumption as 
compared to known land reserves for ICO years; 358 billion tons of manganese 
equivalent to reserves for 700,000 year’s as compared to known land reserves 
of only ICO years; 7*9 billion tons of copper equivalent to reserves for 
6,CC0 years as compared to only 70 years for land; nearly one billion tons of 
zirconium equivalent to reserves for 100,000 years as compared to ICO years 
on land; 17.7 billion tons of nickel equivalent to reserves for 150,000 years
as compared to ICO years on land; 5*2 billion tons of cobalt equivalent to 
reserves for 2CC,CCG years as compared to land reserves for 70 years only; 
three-quarters cf a billion tons of molybdenum equivalent to reserves for 
30,000 years as compared to 500 years on land. In addition, the Pacific Ocean 
nodules contain 207 billion tons of iron, nearly 10 billion tens of titanium,
25 billion tons of magnesium, 1.3 billion tons of lead, 8C0 million tons of 
vanadium, and so on. Manganese nodules, however, are fcur.d also in the Atlantic ar.d 
Indian Oceans and thus estimates made must be very substantially increased to
obtain world estimates.

The vastness of this untapped wealth is made even 
the fact that manganese nodules are forming at a rate 
consumption of magnesium, manganese, cobalt, zirconium

mere incredible by 
faster than 19e0 world 
and other metals.
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(Mr. Pardo. MgIta)

In his hook Mr. Mero stales that manganese nodules could be mined, 
transported to port and processed at a cost of seme $23.5 per ton, as compared 
to gross commercial value of recoverable metal content ranging from $$0 to 
$100 per con. Mr. Mero calculates that if the nodules are mined primarily to 
obtain nickel, vhich is at present the most significant metal, an operation 
designed to produce ICO per cent of United States consumption of nickel vould 
also produce 3C0 per cent of its annual consumption of manganese, 200 per cent 
of that of cobalt, ICO per cent of that of titanium, etc., and the deposits 
vould be accumulating faster than they could be mined.

It is, I think, clear that unrestricted national exploitation of the 
manganese nodules of the ocean floor vould set a ceiling to prices and curtail 
the markets of a vide variety of mineral experts that are important for the 
economy of a number of countries, in the same vay as the export markets fer many 
materials of vegetal origin have been curtailed by the development of synthetic or 
substitute products.

But of course the valuable resources lying on the surface of the ocean 
floor are not limited to manganese nodules. There are the phosphorite nodules 
already being mined on the continental shelf. Very rich exploitable deposits 
of phosphorite nodules exist beyond the continental shelf vhich, Mr. Kero 
indicates, should give an annual return on investment of around kO per cent 
after payment of all taxes.
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(Mr. Fardo, Malta)

The sediments of the ocean f.loor also contain an estimated 1 0 ^  tons 
of calcareous oozes accumulating at the rate of 1.5 billion tons per annum.
If only 10 per cent of those deposits were mined for the manufacture of 
Portland cement, they would last for 10 million years, but they are 
accumulating eight times faster than the world limestone consumption in 
196^. The siliceous oozes of the ocean floor are estimated to total 10̂ -3-tons 
and a product in excess of 99 per cent pure silica on a dry-weight basis is 
obtainable from them without much difficulty. Mere writes:

"The uses to which this type of ooze may be put are many. It1 
could serve in many of the ways in which diatomaceous earth is now 
used, such as in light-weight aggregates for concrete, as a filter, 
in the manufacture of insulation bricks for both heat and sound, as
a mineral filter, as an absorbent and as a mild abrasive.” (Op. Cit. p._11?)
Ocean-floor sediments also contain 1 0 ^  tons of pelagic clays which 

contain manganese grains in concentrations of up to 5 per cent and, in- 
addition, philippsite, palagonite, copper, nickel, cobalt, vanadium, etc., 
and rare earths in varying concentrations.

Nor is the economic potential of the deep seas and ocean floor limited 
to the mining of minerals; possibilities of truly inestimable value can 
clearly be foreseen when these areas can be exploited as a present and 
future source of food. I do not refer only to the possibilities for further 
expansion of world fisheries or to a more intensive exploitation of the plant 
life of the oceans, but primarily to the vast potential for farming and fish 
husbandry. An author, Arthur Clarke, in his book The Challenge of the Seas, 
believes that "the time may come when only a few luxury products —  fruits 
for example —  will be grown on land and all else will come from the ocean."
A United States business magazine, Forbes believes that fanning of the 
oceans and on the ocean floor may become commercially profitable in the 
19^0's. Fish husbandry, utilizing techniques such as the -use of dolphins 
as sheep-dogs, and air-bubble curtains to delimit and protect fish ranges 
are no longer science fiction; these, together with other techniques, are 
clearly foreseen possibilities that may transform trie entire world food 
picture in fifteen yearsJ time. In the meantime, the first steps in the
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transformation of the ways in which the living resources of the sea are 
utilized have already been taken with the development by scientists of the 
United States Bureau of Ccmmerical Fisheries of fish-protein concentrate 
(FPC) from less popular, fish. A factory to produce fish-protein concentrate 
is being built. It is expected that ten grammes of this concentrate "will 
provide adequate animal protein to meet the daily requirements of one child 
at an estimated daily cost of less than one .cent" in United States [money.

Commercial ocean farming and fish husbandry, which I have mentioned in 
passing, lie in the future; national appropriation and-the commercial 
exploitation of the mineral resources of the ocean floor, on the other 
hand are imminent. Leases have already been granted for the mining of 
phosphorite deposits lying well beyond the continental shelf, at depths 
exceeding 1,000 metres and at a distance of up to 50 miles from the nearest 
coast. A prototype submersible for commercial mining of the rich manganese- 
nodule deposits of the ocean floor at depths up to ^,000 metres is under 
construction now and other are planned. The nodules will be raked from the 
ocean floor and pumped into the vessel; from the submersible the nodules 
will be transferred easily to an accompanying cargo-ship by means of a 
floating conduit.

If the mineral resources lying on the ocean floor are incredibly vast, 
equally vast are the resources lying below the floor's surface.

We know little about the presence of vein deposits, yet they must in 
all likelihood exist, as their presence appears to be confirmed by a report 
which appeared on 7 August this year in The Mew York Times, to the effect 
that a rich concentration of gold, silver, zinc and copper ores had been 
found under the Red Sea at a depth of 7,CC0 feet.' "A very conservative 
estimate puts the value of ores in this deposit alone at about $1.5 billion" 
in United States money.

More is known about petroleum, gas and sulphur deposits. The 
resources appear to be phenomenal and estimates of reserves are constantly 
increasing as exploration proceeds. In 19^7, Pratt estimated world 
petroleum reserves under the seas at 1,CC0 billion barrels; in 1566 

these were estimated at 2.5 trillion barrels by Rear Admiral O.D. Waters, Jr
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Present off-shore commercial petroleum, production is confined to the 
continental shelf at present in waters not exceeding ICO metres in depth and 
it still uses land technology. This situation cannot be expected long to 
continue. Semi-submersible drilling rigs in operation today are capable of 
drilling in water in depths up to 350 metres. The Mohole project, discontinued 
in 19o6, also potently stimulated progress in the techniques of deep-ocean 
drilling, and a vessel was constructed capable of drilling to depths of 
7,000 metres. Self-propelled, ocean-going oil-drilling rigs currently being 
advertised in technical journals can anchor in water l80 metres deep and 
drill 6,500 metres into the ocean floor. Remote-controlled robots for 
underwater use have been developed to maintain underwater well-heads.
Methods of transportation to the coast of off-shore oil are also being 
improved. Oil is now carried by barge, but undersea pipelines already 
exist; it is probable that we shall see their extension beyond the 
continental shelf in the near future.

The forces that led'to the national appropriation and intensifying 
exploitation of the continental shelf continue to gather strength.
Exploitation of the continental shej.f over the past twenty years was a 
gradual process; we must look to its intensification and to the rapid 
extension of national appropriation and exploitation far beyond the 
shelf in the next few years. There are various considerations that 
make such a development virtually certain
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Public and private expenditure on oceanographic research and technology 
is increasing very rapidly. In the United States governmental expenditures in these 
fields were only $29 million ten years ago; they are now nearly $900 million and 
are projected to exceed $5 billion in ten years' time. Similar increases in 
governmental expenditures may be observed in the Soviet Union and France and no 
doubt also in other technologically advanced countries. Increases in public 
expenditure are paralleled by increases in private expenditure, particularly by 
the oil companies. Passive expenditure is likely to make-possible far earlier 
break-throughs than are now foreseen in the technology still required to make 
intensive commercial exploitation of the ocean floor possible. As it is, 
remarkable advances in technology have been obtained with limited budgets in the 
last few years. 1

Seven years ago the deepest part of the ocean, the bottom of the Mariana 
Trench, was reached for the first time by a self-propelled vehicle, the bathyscaph 
Trieste, designed by August Piccard: but vehicles like the Trieste and its French
counterpart, Archimede, have serious limitations for commerical use: they require
surface support; the use of aviation petrol for buoyancy is a hazard that limits 
the sea conditions in which they can successfully operate and they are unwieldly 
for engineering operations. Thus increasingly advanced vessels derived either 
from the precision-controlled, welded pressure hull have been or are being built 
not only for ocean engineering but also for scientific, tourist, rescue and 
military purposes. Some of these vessles, which do not require surface tenders, 
like bathyscaphs already have near bottom capability exceeding 2CC0 metres for 
extended periods of time. While further progress in the construction of the types 
of vessels described is possible, it is believed that if present materials —  high 
strength steels and aluminium —  continue to be used, rapidly increasing costs 
would inhibit extensive commercial and military intrusion into the deep sea. It 
appears, however, that we are close to a vital breakthrough in technology.

In a paper presented at the Conference on Law, Organization and Security in 
the Use of the Ocean held at C-hio State University in March this year, Dr. Craven 
stated:

"It has also been suggested by many that the problem of ocean-mining
is remote and that exploiters will be relatively few. The presumption is

(Mr. Pardo, Malta)
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the projected high cost of vehicles and equipment operating on the ocean 
hottom. It is the thesis of the author that low cost vehicles capable of 
exploitation are technologically feasible and will be realized within the 
next decade. This projection is based on three fundamental premises: one,
that deep submersibles...will operate independently of the free surface; two, 
that materials for deep submergence will ultimately be less expensive than 
materials now in use for relatively shallow submersibles; and three, that 
free-flooded deep machinery will have been developed. It is surprising to 
the unititiated and even to some professionals.. .to realize that at present 
the major investment cost of deep submersibles is in the surface ships and 
surface support...This is so, because, except for static pressure, the 
greatest forces and most dangerous dynamics are at or near the surface and its 
attendant wave system....The resulting elimination of surface support will 
provide the greatest cost reduction in the system operation.

"The second greatest potential is in materials for deep submergence.
Much has been said in the past about the promise of glass and ceramics for 
use as a low-cost hull material....Perceptible progress has been made."
(Volume II, pp. 17-18)

"The third aspect is the development of freeflooding machinery capable 
of operating in the deep sea. Such equipment has indeed been built and 
employed... .A costly development programme should see a commercially 
available capability for tethered, unmanned vehicles or even tethered, banned 
vehicles capable of exploiting the deep sea in the near future." (Volume II 
P. 19)
In a further paper published in the Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute 

in April 1 y(~6 Dr. Craven described at seme length the advantages of using massive 
glass pressure hulls. I shall not go into technical details. All I say in this 
respect is that deep submergence -'chicles, utilizing these new techniques, are now 
under construction; they will be capable of operating at depths exceeding 7C0 
metres for prolonged periods. They will..come into operation within the next two 
years.
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A second major technological development which is making the sea-bed 
accessible and exploitable resides in the adaptation of the physiology of man 
to permit him to operate freely in the ocean at depths at least as great as those 
of the geophysical continental shelf. The major innovation here is the application 
of the technique of saturation diving. In this technique, the diver is compressed 
in an artifial atmosphere (usually oxygen, nitrogen and helium) appropriate to the 
depth at which he is to operate until the gasses dissolved in his body fluids 
and body tissues are at an equilibrium. Cnee appropriately saturated the diver 
may make limited excursion to deeper depths but may not safely enter shallower 
water without long and careful decompression. It has been observed that from the 
surface an excursion to 70 metres is near the maximum; from JO metres an excursion 
to 150 metres is more easily tolerated; from 150 metres excursions up to 3C0 metres 
—  well byond the geophysical continental shelf isobath —  appear to be permitted. 
The ability to do protracted work on the sea-bed requires the technological 
capability to heat the diver while he is in the water and a dry chamber which can 
be occupied during non-working hours. The Conshelf and Sea Lab I and II 
experiments have demonstrated that this capability exists and that man can live 
without excessive difficulty and operate with considerable freedoms for periods 
up to one month at depths up to nearly 100 metres.

(Mrv Pardo. Malta)
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Sea lab III, which will take p3.ace next year, should prove nan’s ability to live
efficiently for long periods at a depth of 150 metres with limited excursions to
well over 220 metres. It is difficult to forecast the potential of theo
saturated diving technique; despite the complex problems involved in the 
acclimatization —  but I would say, reacclimatization —  of man to the ocean 
depths, Admiral Waters confidentaily predicts that by 1975 "we will have colonie 
of aquanauts living and working... at depths in the neighbourhood of 1,500 feet 
that is nearly 500 metres”. In any case some of the summits of the great 
submarine mountain ranges are already within range of permanent occupation 
by man and the technology exists now, or is about to be developed, which will 
make vast areas beyond the continental shelves both accessible and exploitable.

A series of considerations will strongly encourage early employment by 
nations of the techniques which they have devleoped. From a commercial point 
of view, exploitation of on-bottom or sub-bottom resources of the ocean floor 
has many advantages over exploitation of any but the richest and most 
favourably located land resources: prolonged negotiations with sometimes
unsympathetic foreign governments are avoided, labour costs •ape minimized, trans
costs reduced, and so on. From the point of view of governments of technologies 
advanced countries, assurance of adequate and independent sources of supply 
of petroleum, natural gas and many minerals vital to industry eliminates a 
dangerous import dependency in peace and war and a major factor in foreign 
exchange difficulties. Finally there are grave considerations of a 
security and defence nature that impel the major Powers to appropriate areas 
of the ocean floor for their own exclusive use.

The latter is a somewhat sensitive subject which I would have preferred 
to avoid, but my silence would not prevent security considerations frem 
weighing heavily, and perhaps decisively, o.n the attitude that will be 
taken by different countries on the proposals which we shall make. My 
delegation must, therefore, show seme awareness of the difficult problems that 
seme countries face. I shall not attempt a strategic analysis but I will limit 
myself to describing briefly seme of the developments we anticipate if the 
United Nations dees not take urgent action.

A/C.l/PV.1515
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We are all aware of the importance of the sea for defence purposes:
from the sea the vastest land masses can be dominated, and the sea in turn
is dominated, and can be dominated from the sea floor. The importance ofu
the sea increases rather'than decreases in the age of the nuclear submarine.
The development of a technology that permits the physical occupation and 
military use of large areas of the sea-bed bc./ond the continental shelf 
drastically alters traditional constraints on the use of the sea with consequence 
which even experts may find difficulty fully to assess at the present time; 
in any case a new dimension is added to strategy.

We all know that extremely powerful and sophisticated land-based nuclear 
missile systems have been developed and are beirg constantly refined, but the 
very technology that has made the development of these systems possible, 
has also provided the means for their destruction. What could be more 
attractive in the era of multiple war-head ballistic missiles, capable of 
overwhelming defences and destroying land-based hardened missile sites, than to 
transfer offensive and defensive capability to the seas, an environment 
highly resistant to the over-pressures of nuclear attack. This indeed has
already occurred to seme extent with the development of nuclear-powered 
submarines equipped with nuclear missiles: the present inestimable advantage
of these vessels is that they can maintain the balance of terror by 
guaranteeing a measure of second strike capability since they are almost 
immune to detection. This immunity and hence this second strike capability 
cc ild, however, be seriously impaired were tracking devices (which incidentally 
are already available) installed in suitable areas of The deep seas and of 
the ocean floor. Such devices can be used, of course, for scientific and 
commercial purposes, for instance as aids to navigation and for the charting 
of fish migrations, but they can also be used to detect and tc trail possible 
hostile submersibies.

Deployment of an anti-ballistic missile system on suitable areas of the 
ocean floor, such as on the oceanic mountain ranges, could prove an effective 
counter to multiple war-head missiles aimed at land targets. The advantages of 
such a system are obvious: mere than one strike at incoming missiles wculd
be possible; secondly, incoming multiple war-head missiles could be attacked 
before the several war-heads separate.
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Mobile near bottom nuclear missile systems can be conceived which,
while immune from any presently conceivable form of detecti.on, would provide
immense offensive capability.

uEstablishment of fixed military installations on the ocean floor might 
also be found useful for many purposes.

A high degree of self-sufficiency could be obtained for the various milit 
installations hypothetically envisaged by the construction of nuclear power 
plants providing oxygen by the electrolysis of sea-water while sufficient 
nutrients exist in the sea to provide ample supplies of food.

Thus the advantages of proceeding to utilize the deep seas and the ocean 
floor for military purposes might at first sight appear compelling to the 
country or countries possessing the requisite technology. Yet there are 
disadvantages to such course of action.
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. Since more than one country is able to utilize the deep seas and the 
ocean floor for military purposes, ve can expect an immediate and rapid 
escalation of the armsurace in the seas, if any of the hypothetical 
developments that I have mentioned were known to have taken place beyond the 
limits of the geophysical continental shelf. There would certainly be a race 
to occupy accessible strategic areas on the ocean floor without much regard 
to the claims that other nations, not having the capability to occupy these 
areas, might put forward. Military installations on or near the ocean floor 
require protection against spying or harassment, this would almost inevitably 
lead to unilaterally proclaimed jurisdiction over large areas of the surrounding 
and superjacent sea; and the consequent curtailment of lawful traditional 
activities on the high seas would be bitterly resented by many countries.
Y7e can only speculate also on wha.t counter-measures would be taken against 
any specific action to militarize any area of the deep seas or of the ocean 
floor beyond the continental shelf. It is certain that effective counter-measures 
are possible: thus the effectiveness of acoustic detection and surveillance
devices installed in the oceans could be destroyed by insonifying parts of the 
oceans themselves. Tnis would be effective militarily but it \o uld also 
render near bottom navigation for all purposes, including scientific purposes, 
extremely hazardous and would render fishing sonar virtually unusable.

In conclusion I would submit that the utilization for military purposes 
of the deep seas and of the accessible ocean floor, while perhaps attractive 
at first sight, might provoke political, military and economic complications 
of such magnitude as to compel very careful assessment of the probable 
consequences by the Powers concerned. I would respectfully urge upon the 
major Powers the utter futility of attempting to obtain a temporary military 
advantage by using the ocean floor, beyond the geophysical continental shelf 
for military purpose. Legitimate defence needs and the balance of terror 
as well as the interests of all countries, can far better be safeguarded 
by developing within an international framework credible assurances that the 
sea-bed and the ocean floor will be used exclusively for peaceful purposes.
This has already been done with respect to outer space. We trust it will also 
be possible to do so with respect to the ocean floor.

(Mr. Pardo. Mnlta)
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Unfortunately the present juridical framework clearly encourages, subject 
to certain limitations, the appropriation for national purposes of the sea-bed 
beyond the geophysical continental shelf.

As I have already had occasion to mention, the sea-bed. and the ocean floor 
floor are land. There are five generally recognized modes of acquiring land 
in international lav: cession, subjugation, accretion, prescription and
occupation. In the interests of brevity, I shall deal, only with the latter.

Occupation is a mode of acquisition recognized by international lav 
involving the intentional appropriation by a State of territory not already 
under the sovereignty of another State. Generally recognized principles of 
international lav vith regard to occupation may be summarized as follovs. 
Effective occupation, is required: possession and administration are tvo
prerequisites to effective occupation. The extent of occupation required to 
establish title depends in practice upon the nature of the territory involved: 
the more remote or inaccessible the territory the less is the degree of control 
required by traditional international lav to acquire title. Thus in the 
nineteenth century occupation of strips of coast in Africa was deemed to 
confer rights, the exact nature and extent of which vas disputed among the 
Great Powers, on the hinterland, also vaguely defined, over which in effect 
little control was exercised by the Power occupying the coast. In the 1953 East 
Greenland case the Permanent Court of International Justice gave support to 
the doctrine of contiguity as applied to remote areas, by holding that 
colonization of a part of Greenland served as effective occupation of the 
whole. These traditional concepts still constitute a valid background to 
present international law regarding the ocean floor, which has developed in 
the past twenty years on the basis of unilateral action taken by States in 
response to needs; action subsequently endorsed by the international community. 
The first and most significant event in the development of the present legal 
structure was the Truman Proclamation of 19^5 issued at a time when the United 
States,' having acquired an advanced technical capability, was faced with the 
problem of acquiring jurisdiction and control over the continental shelf.
The Proclamation declared that since modern technology was capable of exploiting
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the resources of the continental shelf, since recognized jurisdiction over such 
resources was necessary and since the exercise of such jurisdiction by the 
contiguous State was just and reasonable, the United States, therefore, 
regarded the resources of the shelf contiguous to the United States as 
"appertaining to the United States and subject to its jurisdiction and control" 
without this in any way affecting the character of the high seas above the 
shelf. The continental shelf was not defined in the Proclamation but a 
subsequent State Department Press release stated that it was delimited by the 
100 fathom (2C0 metre) isobauh. The Proclamation totally rejected the concept 
of the continental shelf as res omnium communis —  a point on which there had 
been considerable dispute previously among legal experts —  and avoided 
explicitly founding assertion of jurisdiction on the terra r.ullius occupation 
theory of acquisition of territory, preferring instead to justify the action 
taken on the assumption that the continental shelf is the geological extension 
of the littoral State and that the coastal State has a reasonable right to 
regulate activities off its shores.

The Proclamation was followed by pronouncements from a number of States 
asserting various rights, including sovereignty, over vast areas of the ocean 
floor extending at great distances beyond their territorial waters. Although 
protests were filed against such extensive declarations virtually no opposition 
was registered against the Truman Proclamation and other similarly limited 
claims. The general acquiescence of the international community to the 
assertion of jurisdiction and control over the resources of the shelf by the 
littoral State may be construed as .evidence —  controverted, however, as late 
as 1951 by Lord Asquith in the Abu Dhabi case —  that a new rule of
international law had been established. There existed, however, an evident 
necessity for uniformity with regard to the claims of States to the continental 
shelf and, at the request of the General Assembly, the International Law 
Commission studied the problem. The work ci the International Law Commission 
was eventually considered by the Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea, and 
this in turn resulted in the drafting of the Convention on the Continental 
Shelf of 29 April 1955, which came into force in 19Sh and which embodies rhe
current state of present international law.
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The Convention recognizes the right of the coastal State to exercise 
sovereign rights over the continental shelf defined ¿is:

"(a) the s^a-bed and the sub-soil of the submarine areas adjacent to 
the coast but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 
200 metres or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of -the superjacent 
waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said 
areas;

(b) to the sea-bed and sub-soil of submarine areas adjacent to the 
coasts of islands.”

The rights of the coastal State are -made explicitly independent of "occupation, 
effective or notional" or of "any express proclamation1.'. Detailed rules for 
the delimitation of the continental shelf between adjacent States or States 
whose coasts are opposite each other are made in article 6 of the Convention,
The sovereign rights of the coastal States are subject to the limitations 
mentioned in article 5 and are declared not to affect the legal status of the 
superjacent waters as high seas.
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At the time of its conclusion, the Convention was hailed as a major 
achievement of the United Nations. So convinced were legal experts of its 
excellence that revision was made difficult; not before five years after entry in 
into force, that is not before 1969, can any request for revision be entertained, 
and even then "the General Assembly of the United Nations shall decide upon the 
steps, if any, to be taken in respect of such request." (Article 12 (2)).

I shall not presume to comment on the virtues of the Continental'Shelf 
Convention; undoubtedly it was believed that prompt and orderly disposition had 
been obtained of a new problem of international concern. Unfortunately, however, 
the framers of the Convention were not in touch with developing technology and 
apparently did not conceive of the possibility that the sea-bed could be exploited 
both for military and commercial purposes at depths beyond the arbitrarily 
selected 200-metre isobath.

As Grunawalt states in an article published in the New York Law Journal 
of 2k January 1967, "the definition of the continental shelf, as incorporated 
in the Convention, is a compromise between the 2C0-metre rule advocates -- 
proponents of fixity and certitude -- and depth of exploitability proponents", 
that is, advocates of the need for flexibility.

In the light of current technological developments, however, the compromise 
turns out to be no compromise at all; it is clear that the sea-bed beyond the 
2C0-metre isobath will soon be subject to exploitation. The only question is, 
would it be exploited under national auspices for national purposes, or would 
it be exploited under international auspices and for the benefit of mankind?
The wording of the Convention, whatever may have been the intentions of its 
authors, provides powerful legal encouragement to the political, economic and 
military considerations that are inexorably impelling technologically advanced 
States to appropriate the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the 2C0-metre isobath 
for their own use.

The definition of the continental shelf, as incorporated in the 1958 Geneva 
Convention, has lent itself to two basic interpretations.

The first is based on the idea, first authoritatively enunciated in the 
Truman Proclamation, that the shelf is but the geophysical extension of the 
coastal State’s land mass and that, therefore, it is just and reasonable that the

(Mr. Pardo, Malta)
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littoral State should lay claim to its resources. Tliis theory gives considerable 
weight to the word "adjacent” in the second line of article 1 of the 
Continental Shelf Convention. Thus it is held that there are three elements 
defining the submarine areas included in the continental shelf: the 2C0-metre 
isobath, depth of exploitability and adjacency, or at least seme vague degree 
of proximity, to the coast. In support of this view, it is maintained that a 
careful analysis of the proceedings of the Fourth Committee of the United nations 
Conference on the Law of the Sea shows that the deep sea floor, with the 
possible exception of areas immediately adjacent to the coasts, cannot be 
included within the scope of the Continental Shelf Convention.

Exponents of this approach recognize the existence of a possible legal 
problem with regard to submarine areas situated under still undefined depths of 
water and at a still undefined distance frem the coast. They advocate either 
delaying the establishment of a legal regime for these, I repeat, still undefined 
areas until their utilization for military or commercial purposes forces the 
issue, or suggest, in the words of Northcutt Ely that "until enough international 
competition and friction develop to justify the creation of seme advance 
licensing system ... recognition of the flag of the raft or other surface 
mechanism from which the exploration is controlled sufficiently identifies 
the jurisdiction which ought to have plenary control over the exploration and 
over the exploitation of the resources so discovered".

Apparently the distinguished author did not envisage the possibility 
either of commercial or military, manned or unmanned permanent installations 
on the ocean floor without surface support, or the possibility of attempts 
at competitive exploitation of the same mineral or petroleum deposit.

The above interpretation of the 195$ Geneva Convention has, however, not gone 
unchallenged since it is in direct contradiction to the explicit wording of 
article 1 (a), which states that the continental shelf extends "to the submarine 
areas adjacent to the coast ... to a depth of 2C0 metres and beyond that limio 
to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation 
of the resources of the said areas". Thus an influential school of thought 
denies the possibility of any legal problem whatsoever.. Professor Shigeru Oda 
of Tohoku University, for instance, points out that
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"there is no rocm to discuss the outer limits of the continental shelf 
or any area beyond the continental shelf under the Geneva Convention 
since ••• all the submerged lands of the world are necessarily parts of 
the continental shelf.by the very definition of the Convention".

Under this concept a coastal State, as its technical capability develops, may 
extend its jurisdiction across the deep- sea floor up to the midway point between 
it and the coastal State opposite, in accordance with the rules contained in 
article 6 of the Convention. Such an interpretation gives the governing Powers 
of islands such as Clipperton, Guam, Azores, St. Helena or Easter, sovereign 
rights over millions of square miles of invaluable ocean floor.

More important that the opinion of jurists, hcv.’ever, and however distinguished 
they may be, is the action taken by Governments; and such action appears to be 
increasingly based on an interpretation of the 1958 Geneva Convention even more 
far-reaching than that of Professor Oda. For instance, the United States has 
already leased tracts of land situated under water several hundred fanthorns deep 
and well beyond its territorial waters, basing itself on a Department of Interior 
legal memorandum which holds that the leasing authority of the United States 
under the Outer Continental Shelf lands Act "extends as fox seaward as technological 
ability can cope with the water depth, this is in accord with the Convention of
the Sea adopted at Geneve This practice is spreading.

Thus, for instance, following the phenomenal discoveries of natural gas to 
which we have already referred, the bed of the North Sea was distributed among the 
littoral States in 196U in accordance with the rules contained in article 6 of

no
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In citing the action taken by States, I intend no criticism; 
there is little doubt that the sea-bed of the Baltic and of most of 
the North Sea can ccmeuwithin a reasonable geophysical definition of 
the continental shelf, I would stress, however, that much more far- 
reaching action to appropriate the sea-beds can clearly be foreseen at 
the present time, Y/hen this action is taken it will be irreversible 
by the international community and will entail not only immense 
prejudice to all land-locked countries but also to most of the coastal 
States that do not have the requisite technical competence to exploit 
the ocean floor. Under-developed States fronting on an ocean might 
believe that a division of the ocean floor of the world would be 
advantageous to them. This is a complete —  and I should like to 
reinforce this —  and utter illusion. Is it credible that technologically 
advanced countries would be deterred from exploiting rich mineral 
resources on the ocean floor situated at some distance from the nearest coast 
of another country for the sole reason that these deposits happened to be under the 
theoretical jurisdiction of a State unable to exploit them? Indeed 
voices are already being raised interpreting article 1 of the 1958 

Geneva Convention as giving licence to a coastal State facing the ocean 
to extend its jurisdiction over the ocean floor as far as its technology 
permits exploitation; in the words of Franklin "the only limitation to 
exploitation will be that of technology".

It is even less credible that technologically advanced countries, 
encouraged by the terminology of the juridical masterpiece produced by 
the International Law Commission, would agree to adept a restrictive 
interpretation of their rights under the Geneva Convention when their 
defence needs are directly involved. Only recently U.S, News and Ucrid 
Report of 16 October l$o7 —  a few days ago —  revealed that certain
quarters were considering the possibility 01 sinning nuclear missiles in 
capsules under the sea "off potential enemy coasts with aaremote 
controlled mechanism for firing". "Off potential enemy coasts..," of 
course, outside territorial waters, but there is no longer any Question 
here of respecting theoretical median lines between States whose coasts 
are opposite each other, ' . •
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Even the traditional freedom of the high seas, one of the few 
things explicitly safeguarded in the 1958 Geneva Convention, is gravely 
endangered, should a militarization of the ocean floor he allowed to 
take place. The legal Argument that could he developed in this connexion 
might read as follows: It is a traditional principle of international'lav
that a State exercising sovereignty over land also exercises 
jurisdiction over the superjacent atmosphere up to the still undefined 
limits of outer space, hut the sea is the atmosphere of the ocean floor, 
hence a State exercising sovereignty over an area of the ocean floor also 
has a claim to jurisdiction over the superjacent sea despite the ’wording of 
article 3 of the 1958 Geneva Convention. Any legal argument of this nature would 
of course, he very strongly controverted by the many members of the 
international community, but the issue will not be decided by legal 
arguments but by the vital need to control transit in the vicinity of. 
any military installations that may be established on the ocean floor.
This is not the fruit of my imagination; it is not an invention of the 
Government of Malta. I am reproducing here, perhaps crudely but not 
unfaithfully, views held by military experts of more than one country.
For instance, a distinguished and internationally known expert,whose name 
I shall not mention, stated this year:

"Military installations are now centred reasonably close to the land mass; 
that will not he the case...ten years from now, Vie will carve out rather

large chunks of the ocean away from the land masses which we...regard 
as very important to our national defence and...we shall deny... 
access by any other nation to the areas which we will, block out."
We have seen that the potential implications of the 1958 Geneva 

Convention on the Continental Shelf are gravely prejudicial to all 
countries, whether landlocked or not, that do not possess either the 
financial resources or the technical competence to maintain their position 
in the oceanographic technology race. By encouraging the establishment of 
a plurality of national jurisdictions on the ocean floorp the Geneva 
Convention, unfortunately, also impedes a solution, beneficial to all 
countries, of the grave problem of the disposal of radio-active wastes.
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It is true that a complementary treaty, the 195& Geneva, Convention 
on the High Seas prescribes in artic3.e 25:

"Every State shall take measures to prevent the pollution of the 
seas from the dumping of radio-active waste, taking into account 
any standards and regulations that may be formulated by the 
competent international organization."

But, apart from the fact that by no means all States have ratified the 
Convention cr. the High Seas, the problem by its very nature is hardly 
susceptible to a satisfactory solution in the present legal context.

The question of preventing the pollution of the seas from the 
discharge of radio-active wastes has been the subject of prolonged 
consideration by the International Atomic Energy Agency. A panel of experts, 
convened by the IAEA, concluded preliminary consideration of. the problem in 
i960 by issuing a report —  Safety Series No, 5, IAEA, 1961. The report, 
while recognizing "the subtle and persistent nature of the hazards of 
radioactivity" which make it desirable in this field that safe waste 
disposal practices be initiated from the beginning, did not express undue 
alarm. The attraction of the sea "as an environment for the application 
of the dilution and dispersal technique for waste disposal" were 
acknowledged and it was stated that "the bottom of the deep sea can safely 
receive much greater quantities of radio-active wastes than can be 
allowed on the continental shelf". And we can all unanimously agree that 
the sea can receive greater quantities of radic—active wastes than can.be 
allowed on the continental shelf.

The report continues:
"After a brief, but factual ar.d comprehensive review of the problem, 
the expert panel in its recommendations, oriented, however, almost 
exclusively towards avoiding an unacceptable degree of hazard in man 
as distinguished from plant life and sea living biota,

. following conclusions:
reached the
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"(1 ) At present, the release into the sea of highly radio
active wastes from irradiated fuel cannot be recommended as an 
operational practice;

"(2) Wastes of low and intermediate activity may be safely 
disposed of into the sea under controlled and specified conditions..,", 

And in this connexion the panel suggested various precautions that it would 
be advisable to take with regard to selection of disposal sites, packaging 
of radio-active wastes, etc.
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The expert panel also recommended that
u(8) All authorities setting up disposal sites in the sea should provide to 
a suitable international authority information necessary to maintain an 
adequate register of radio-active waste disposal into -the sea;
(9) The IAEA should maintain this register and should receive;

(a) notice of the licensing requirements of all sea-disposal areas 
set up by national authorities...

(b) annual reports on the state of such sites...
(c) the monitoring programme and all relevant scientific findings;

(10) The IAEA should provide for any necessary standardization of monitoring 
techniques11. (Security Series No. 5> p. 78)
My country is not a member of the International Atomic Energy Agency and 

unfortunately it has not been possible for us to obtain access to the records of 
the discussions in that Agency on this subject. The annual Reports cf the Board 
of Governors, however, are not very informative on this question; apparently 
there has been a considerable amount of research and discussion, technical 
manuals have been published, note has been waken of the introduction of more 
stringent national disposal rules, meetings have been held "to co-ordinate 
exchange of information on waste management disposal practices and waste 
management research" (Annual Report 1963/cA) and "progress has beer, made in 
converting high activity liquid wastes into inert*solids" and so forth 
(Annual Report 196^/65), but little light is thrown in all these reports on the 
vital question of whether the recommendations of the 1961 expert panel were in 
fact endorsed by the International Atomic Energy Agency and on the extent to 
which those recommendations have in practice been followed by the international 
community as a whole. VJe hope that during this debate it will be possible for 
my delegation to obtain authoritative information on the following points: 
whether an international register cf radioactive waste disposal into the sea 
has in fact been established and how comprehensive that register is; whether, 
and how many, annual reports are received by IAEA on sea-disposal sites established 
by national authorities; whether a comprehensive world-wide monitoring programme 
has in fact been established and whether monitoring techniques have been 
standardized.
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In any case, I have found no evidence that any legally binding international 
instrument setting limits to and rules for the disposal of radioactive waste 
materials into the deep sea is'in force at the present time, nor does there 
appear to be in operation any effective international system of ascertaining 
scientifically and systematically, on a world-wide basis, damage to the marine 
environment caused by present waste disposal practices.

I am aware that this question has attracted some controversy. At the 1966 

Vienna Symposium on the disposal of radioactive wastes.-into the seas, oceans and 
surface waters, some of the papers presented minimized the possibility of.hazards, 
assuming, of course, appropriate disposal techniques. Among the several papers 
that reached this conclusion, with varying qualifications however, the one 
presented by Rodier and others was perhaps the most categorical. I shall quote 
its conclusions.
(Spoke in French)

"In the course of the seven years that have elapsed, the disposal of 
radioactive liquid waste products from the Marcoule Centre into the Rhone 
has been carried out in very satisfactory conditions. Regulation of the 
amounts of radioactive elements to be disposed of has never been an obstacle 
to the operation of the production installations. Moreover, no accidental 
or abnormal pollution of the Rhone has been registered." (Proceedings of 
the Symposium on the disposal of radioactive wastes into the seas, oceans 
and surface waters, Vienna 1966, p. 722) (Continued in English)
On the contrary, however, Vdovenko, Gedeonov, Kolesnikov and others presented 

a paper based on the observations carried out during the 1963/6*4- oceanographic 
campaign of the research vessel Mikhail Lomonosov which concluded that:

"extremely high concentrations of strontium 9C and caesium 137 were detected 
in the equatorial zone of the Atlantic, exceeding the mean Atlantic level by 
a factor of 5-6 and by a factor of lU at a depth of 1,CC0 metres. This 
abnormal concentration cannot be explained by reference to the atmospheric 
sources of contamination. The established fact of a considerably increased 
content of strontium ÇC and caesium 137 in the ocean as compared to land, 
together with the discovery of abnormally contaminated areas in the ocean, 
point to the possibility of other sources of contamination of *'the Atlantic 
in addition to that represented by the atmosphere", (ibid., p. A25)

(Mr. Pardo, Malta)
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A further paper by Belyaev and others demonstrated that’strontium $0 concentration; 
in the Black Sea exceeded those of the Atlantic Ocean, that surface contamination 
rapidly penetrates to the bottom, and that "solid or liquid wastes even if 
disposed of at the bottom rapidly reach the surface". Feldt, expert of the *
Bundes forschnunssanstalt fur fischerei, studying radioactive contamination 
of North Sea fish, concluded that there had been "no decrease in contamination 
of fish since cessation of the atmospheric bomb testings and that "the 
processing of fish meat by boiling and frying has no'observable effect on 
decontamination". (ibid., p. 751)

Since the papers submitted show marked differences in the conclusions of 
experts as to present hazards with regard to present practices of radioactive 
waste disposal into the sea, perhaps the only conclusion that a non-expert can 
draw at this stage frcm the available evidence is that, although hazards to man 
have not yet reached an acute stage, and although serious damage to the marine 
environment can be demonstrated cn3.y in a few areas, the whole question deserves 
far .greater and deeper consideration than it has received heretofore.

We are reinforced in our view by the knowledge that the use of nuclear power 
is rapidly increasing and may be expected to continue to increase, with the 
possible consequence that ever increasing quantities of radioactive waste may be 
dumped in the sea, chiefly because that method of disposal is cheaper and more 
convenient in some cases than reducing the wastes to solids and disposing of 
them in safe burial grounds. The ultimate implications of the continuation of 
present popular methods of radioactive waste disposal in the sea is well 
described by Jacques-Yves Cousteau in a passage of his book The Living Sea. 
Describing a meeting convened by the Délégation Generale à la Recherche 
Scientifique he writes, and I quote frcm the translation:

"However, the most popular refuse dump with the atomists was the ocean.

(Mr. Pardo, Malta)

Several delegates spoke matter-cf-factly of how their countries were 
already sinking the stuff in the sea.
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"The differences between the physicists and biologists were now pronounced. 
After the meeting adjourned, dignified gentlemen exchanged impassioned 
dialogues. I heard one biologist say ’Strontium 90 will contaminate fish.’

"A nuclear physicist replied, 'Strontium 90 concentrates only in the 
bones. Who eats the bones?’

"’Chickens eat them’, the oceanographer said. ’Eonemeal is a by-product 
of fish canning. Our children’s eggs will become radio-active.’

"Professor A is a calm, reflective person. He said gently, ’Jacques, 
this is not the problem. There is only one problem for the future of mankind, 
and that is the population explosion. Soon we will have ten billion people, 
later twenty. Perhaps it will reach one hundred billion, We will have to 
feed all these people. The natural resources of the sea and land put 
together will fall far short. But, thank'God, there is an equivalence 
between focd and energy. We will have to develop nuclear energy without 
limit to run factories that will produce the protein to feed the whole of 
mankind, no matter how many. That is why we must go full steam ahead with 
atomic energy, even at the cost of closing the sea to all human use. 
including navigation.’"
Cousteau comments: "We risk poisoning the sea for ever just when we are

learning her science, art and philosophy and how to live in her embrace."
Does the international community wish this to happen?
The question of the prevention of the pollution of the seas from the discharge 

of radio-active wastes is, of course, but one aspect of the wider problem of 
marine pollution. Uncontrolled dumping of detergents, pesticides and heavy metal 
and petrochemical wastes into the sea can be almost as hazardous to health and 
focd supplies as the dumping of radio-active wastes. Outlining this wider problem 
recently, Prof. Paul Korringa of the Netherlands Institute for Fishing 
Investigations, described the effect on marine life of a comparatively small amount 
of copper sulphate dumped into the North Sea: "... in two weeks' time the 
poisonous.Dody of water, killing both fish and invertebrates, had moved along the 
coast quite a distance, but it was not yet diluted as much-as five times...". Wastes 
create such dramatic phenomena as the notorious "red tide", roisonous phytoclankton 
which kills so much of the fish life of the ocean and destroys whole populations of

(Mr. Pardo. Malta)
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fish. Various aspects of the question cf waste disposal into the marine environment 
are the concern of a number of United Nations agencies in addition to IAEA; IMCO 
has competence over wastes discharged from vessels —  a competence with which 
it has been actively concerned, particularly since the recent wreck of the.
"Torrey Canyon5’ created a certain problem off the coasts of the United Kingdom 
and France; FAO is, of course, concerned with the results of pollution in so 
far as they affect fish, while the Inter-governmental Oceanographic Commission, 
related to UNESCO, has considered in seme detail the general scientific 
aspects of pollution. Plurality of jurisdiction, fragmentation of competence, 
a general lack of a sense of urgency, have unfortunately not resulted in 
effective international action to contain the massive problem of marine 
pollution.

I have spoken at seme length yet I am deeply aware that I have not 
succeeded in treating the question before us as comprehensively as I would 
have wished. I dare not take too much more of your time, I shall, therefore, 
make seme final observations on those aspects of the question which we have 
tried to elucidate, briefly review action taken within the United Nations 
system and then submit the proposals which my Government has instructed me 
to put forward for the consideration of this Committee.

The sea-bed and the ocean floor constitute nearly three-quarters of the 
land area of the earth'.

Current international law encourages the appropriation 'of this vast area 
by these who have the technical competence to exploit it.

The known resources of the sea-bed and of the ocean floor are far greater 
than the resources known to exist on dry land. The sea-bed and the ocean floor 
are also of vital and increasing strategic importance. Present and clearly 
foreseeable technology also permits their effective exploitation for military 
or economic purposes. Some countries may therefore be tempted to use their 
technical competence to achieve near-unbreakable world dominance through 
predominant control over the sea-bed and the ocean floor. This, even more 
than the search for wealth, will impel countries with the requisite technical 
competence competitively to extend their jurisdiction over selected areas of 
the ocean floor. The process has already started and will lead to a

(Mr, Pardo. Malta)
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competitive scramble for sovereign rights over the land underlying the worldTs
seas and oceans, surpassing in magnitude and in its implication last centuryrs
colonial scramble for territory in Asia and Africa. The consequences will be

\>
very grave: at the very least a dramatic escalation of the arms race and
sharply increasing world tensions, caused also by the intolerable injustice 
that would reserve the plurality of the world’s resources for the exclusive 
benefit of less than a handful of nations. The strong would get stronger, 
the rich richer, and among the rich themselves there would arise an increasing 
and insuperable differentiation between two or three and the remainder.
Between the very few dominant Powers, suspicions and tensions would reach 
unprecedented levels. Traditional activities on the high seas would be 
curtailed and, at the same time, the world would face the growing danger of 
permanent damage to the marine environment through radio-active and other 
pollution: this is a virtually inevitable consequence of the present
situation.

These are the prospects that the world faces, not in a remote future, 
but as an immediate consequence of forces and pressures already at work.

Can these pressures be restrained through the continuation and normal 
expansion of the work already being undertaken within the United Nations 
system and by related inter-governmental bodies?
• Nearly all United Nations agencies are directly or indirectly, actively 
or potentially, concerned with the seas: we have seen that the IAEA has done
useful research on the question of radio-active waste disposal into the seas;
ILO is concerned with the conditions of work of seafarers; FAO and other agencies 
with fisheries; IMCO and UNCTAD with shipping; WHO has a potential interest 
in the health of aquanauts. There are also WHO, UNESCO and other agencies.

The United Nations itself has been somewhat slow in entering the field; 
the basic resolutions are Economic and Social Council resolution 1112 (XL) of 
7 March 1966, and General Assembly resolution 2172 (XXI) of 6 December 1966.
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The former requests the Secretary-General
"to make a survey of the ncn-agricultural resources of the sea., 
beyond the continental shelf and of the techniques for exploiting 
these resources... (b),.. to attempt to identify those resources 
now considered to be capable of economic exploitation, especially 
for the benefit of the developing countries, (c) to identify any 
gaps in available knowledge which merit early attention, (d) to 
report on the progress of the survey at an early session of the 
Council". •
General Assembly resolution 2172 (XXl) is later in date but vaguer 

in terminology; it
"Requests the Secretary-General, in co-operation with the United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and, in 
particular, its Inter-governmental Oceanographic Commission and the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and, in 
particular, its Committee on Fisheries...",

World Meteorological Organization and other inter-governmental organizations 
concerned, and the Governments of interested Member States to undertake a 
comprehensive survey of activities in marine science and technology, including 
that related to mineral resources development, undertaken by Members of the 
United Nations family of organizations and to formulate proposals for
(a) ensuring the most effective arrangements for an expanded programme of 
international co-operation in the exploitation and development of marine 
resources, (b) initiating and strengthening marine education and training 
programmes.

The General Assembly further requested the Secretary-General:
"to set up a small group of experts... to assist him in the preparation 
of the comprehensive survey called for-in paragraph 2 above and in the 
formulation of the proposals...",

and requested that the survey and proposals be submitted to the Advisory 
Committee on Science and Technology for its comments and that subsequently the 
survey, the proposals and the comments be submitted to the twenty-third session 
of the General Assembly through the Econcmic and Social Council.
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Quite a long and arduous journey, and it will be noticed also that the 
action so far is consigned to surveys of progress made in the technology and 
in the identification of resources that were identified many years ago.

Among inter-govefnmental bodies related to the United Nations system, 
there is no doubt that the fifty-eight-member International Oceanographic 
Commission, created by UNESCO in i960, to co-ordinate oceanographic research 
at the inter-governmental level, has been the most active with regard to the 
specific question which we are new considering, that is the sea-bed and the 
ocean floor beyond the geophysical continental shelf.

The Commission has interpreted its terms of reference broadly and has 
been most active in promoting scientific co-operation at the inter-governmental 
level in all matters concerning the marine environment.

Recently the Commission has become increasingly concerned by the 
uncertainties and grave inadequacies of current international law in so far 
as it affects scientific investigation of the oceans. This year the Soviet 
Union proposed that the International Oceanographic Commission create a 
special working group on legal aspects of the studies of the ocean and 
utilization of oceanic resources in order to

"... prepare drafts of: (a) a convention on the basic principles of
conducting scientific research on the high seas, and (b) a convention 
on the international norms of exploration and exploitation of the mineral 
resources of the high seas".

In addition the working group was to provide the IOC secretariat with advice 
on legal aspects of scientific studies of the ocean. Finally, an international 
conference was envisaged to discuss and adopt the draft conventions 
(A.VS/9/89, 3 April 1967). I have not before me the records of the fifth session 
of IOC now meeting at the headquarters of UNESCO; it is possible, however, that 
some delegations may have observed that the Soviet proposal concerning the 
preparation of a convention on the exploration and exploitation of the mineral 
resources of the high seas went somewhat beyond the competence of an 
exclusively scientific organization. In any case the International Oceanograxhic 
Commission in its resolution adopted a few days ago, on 2J October, limited 
itself to establishing a .
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"working group on legal questions related to scientific investigations 
of the ocean",

and charged this group with:
"(a) considering legal aspects specifically related to scientific 
investigations of the nature and... resources of the ocean... with 
a view to indicating legal principles which should facilitate and 
guide scientific research... '
"(b) preparing documentation concerning the effect of the law of the 
sea on scientific research and proposals relating both to the 
contribution of scientific knowledge to the development of the law 
of the sea and to the participation of the IOC in the deliberations 
of the United Nations and appropriate specialized bodies to assist 
them in taking proper account of scientific interests... in the 
consideration of the further development of the law of the sea."

I am sorry the language is so involved, but it is not my language.
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The International Oceanographic Commission in that resolution also informs the 
United Nations of the establishment of this working group and declares its 
readiness: V)

11 (a) to assist in the consideration of the possible future development 
of the law of the sea, from the point of view of the scientific 
interests involved, and

(b) to assist in the acquisition and distribution of scientific 
knowledge....necessary for the optimum use of the seas in the 
interests of mankind.,.."

This information, I think, should be considered by the General Assembly as an 
invitation to it to act in this matter.

From what'I have stated I believe it can be reasonably deduced that while the 
specialized agencies and the United Nations itself may be doing valuable 
technical work in the fields within their competence, their activities have no 
prospect in any way of diminishing the pressures making for the competitive 
appropriation for national purposes of the sea-bed and ocean floor, nor do their 
activities give much prospect of coping effectively with massive problems of 
wor3.d-wide scope such as the problem of the pollution of the marine environment, 
since there is a complete lack of a general institutional framework which can 
provide focus and efficient direction to the fragmented activities that are now 
going on. Furthermore, reliance by some agencies on the universal and spontaneous 
implementation by States of recommendations, however desirable, made by . 
technical bodies may perhaps, we submit, be a little optimistic. We also note 
that the basic political problem has been carefully avoided in all the activities 
going on so far, and even in General Assembly resolution 21J2 (XXI), which is 
the basic General Assembly resolution, everything is mentioned except the basic 
political problem. The only result that we can hope for from the study which is 
now being carried out by the Fanel of Experts, which will meet again next year, 
is a long study and a long discussion of the scientilic and engineering aspects 
of the question. *
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In the circumstances, it is not surprising that increasing concern has 
been expressed in unofficial quarters over the apparent lack of awareness in the 
international community of the implications of recent developments in technology 
in the context of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf.
Increasingly numerous voices have been raised stressing the urgency of 
considering the vital political questions involved and urging that clear legal 
provision be made for an international regime, administered by an efficient 
international authority oyer the sea-beds and the ocean floor beyond a variously 
defined continental shelf. I should like to pay a tribute in this connexion 
both to the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace and to the International 
law Association for their excellent work in alerting public opinion and I would 
commend for careful study the documentation produced by them on the question we 
are considering. The latest proposal in favour of an international regime was put 
forward in July this year by the World Peace Through Law Conference which was 
attended by over 2,CC0 lawyers and judges from over ICO countries. That 
proposal was contained in resolution 15 which deserves to be cited:

‘'Whereas new technology and oceanography have revealed the 
possiblitity of exploitation of untold resources of the high seas and 
of the bed thereof beyond the continental shelf and more than half 
of mankind finds itself underprivileged, underfed and underdeveloped, 
and the high seas are the common heritage of all mankind»- 

"Resolved that the World Peace Through Law Center:
(1 ) Recommend to the General Assembly of the United Nations the 

issuance of a proclamation declaring that the non-fishery 
resources of the high seas, outside the territorial waters 
of any State, and the bed of the sea beyond the continental 
shelf, appertain to the United Nations and are subject to its 
jurisdiction and control."

Among the supporters of an international régime for the sea-beds and the 
ocean floor there are two main currents of opinion. Cne favours the creation of 
a new agency responsible for all oceanographic activities, including those 
concerning mineral resources of the sea. The other prefers to entrust all 
responsibility to the United Nations.
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As an illustration of the former current of opinion I will cite the 
recommendation of the Joint A CUIR/SCOR/WMO Working Group to the effect that:

"member governments of the United Nations family and the various United 
Nations agencies give early and thorough consideration to the advisability 
and feasibility of establishing a Central Inter-governmental Oceanic 
Organization to deal with all aspects of ocean investigation and uses of 
the sea."

That recommendation is contained in the records of the Joint Meeting of the 
Forking Group held on 17-21 July 1967.

On the other hand, other experts believe, like Christy, that an effective 
international regime can best be developed under the auspices of the United Nations 
since this:

"...is the one public international body...that comes closest to meeting 
. the requirements...to achieve an international regime. The United Nations 
authority must acquire jurisdiction of the resources on and under the sea 
floor. This jurisdiction must permit it to part and protect exclusive 
rights of entrepreneurs...and must also have the ability to tax or extract 
rent or royalty payments for the use of the resources and it must be given 
the ability to utilize or distribute these revenues in an acceptable manner." 
Mr. Chairman, I wonder whether I could take the recess now?

The CHAIRMAN: In response to the request of the representative of
Malta, we can adjourn now and resume at three o ’clock.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.

X
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AGENDA ITEM 92

EXAMINATION OF THE QUESTION OF THE RESERVATION EXCLUSIVELY FOR PEACEFUL 
PURPOSES OF TREE SEA-BED AND THE OCEAN FLOOR, AND THE SUB-SOIL THEREOF, 
UNDERLYING THE HIGH SEAS BEYOND THE LIMITS OF PRESENT NATIONAL JURISDICTION 
AND THE USE OF THEIR RESOURCES IN THE INTERESTS OF MANKIND (A/co95; A/C.1/952) 
(continued)

The CHAIRMAN: I call on the representative of Malta to complete
his statement.

Mr. PARDO (Malta): Mr, Chairman, I am deeply conscious of the
fact that the Committee is most anxious to proceed to the Korean question, 
and I have used the luncheon interval to drastically reduce what I had in 
mind to say.

From what I said this morning, I think it is clear that there can be 
no doubt that an effective international regime over the sea-bed and the 
ocean flc-or beyond a clearly defined national jurisdiction is the only 
alternative by which we can hope to avoid the escalating tensions that 
will be inevitable if the present situation is allowed to continue. It 
is the only alternative by which we can hope to escape the immense hazards 
of a permanent impairment of the marine environment. It..is, finally, the 
only alternative that gives assurance that the immense resources on ana unaer tne 
ocean floor will be exploited with harm to none ana benefit to all.

Finally, a properly established international regime contains all 
the necessary elements which should make it acceptable to all of us here: 
rich and poor countries, strong and weak, coastal and landlocked S"cares,
Through an international regime all car!* receive assurance that am lease 
the deep sea floor will be used exclusively for -Deaceiul purposes ana mat 
there.will be orderly exploitation of its resources.
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You will note, however, that all proposals put forward up to now for 

an inceinational regime have avoided facing the defence aspects of the 
question sexore us„ Those aspects, in our opinion, are crucial for an 
enduring international solution of the problem. Appropriation for national 
purposes of the sea-oed and the ocean floor beyond the geophysical 
continental shell has already started. My Government believes that the 
international community has no alternative in these circumstances but to 
aim consciously and with a sense of urgency towards the creation of
an international regime, beyond, I repeat, reasonably defined national 
jurisdiction. In creating such a regime, we must face squarely the 
vital issues of legitimate national security together with the economic, 
scientific and other implications.

Our general objective must be to create conditions in the marine
environment that will be of benefit to all countries. We do not believe 
that it would be wise to make the United Nations itself responsible for 
administering an international regime. We say this not because v;e have 
any objections of principle, but for practical reasons..

I shall not take your time to list them here. I would only observe 
that it is hardly likely that those countries that have already 
developed a technical capability to exp3oit the ocean floor, would agree 
to an international regime if it were administered by a body where small
countries, such as mine, had the same voting power as the United States 
or the Soviet Union.

Hence, our long-term objective is the creation of a special agency 
with adequate powers to administer in the interests of mankind the oceans 
and the ocean fleer beyond national jurisdiction. We envisage such an 
agency as assuming jurisdiction, not as a sovereign, but as a trustee for 
all countries over the oceans and.the ocean fleer. The agency should be 
endowed with wide powers to regulate, supervise and control all 
activities on or under the oceans ana the ocean floor. It would be 
premature for me to elaborate on the provisions which could be incorporated 
in the charter of the suggested agency to. ensure that the ocean floor 
be used exclusively for peaceful purposes. Perhaps, it will suffice at 
this stage to assure you that we have examined mhe question carefully and
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my Government is satisfied that it. is feasible to ¿rive credible assurance 
to all countries that through the agency the ocean floor beyond national 
jurisdiction will in fact be used exclusively for peaceful purposes.

In our view the agency should have the power effectively to regulate 
the commercial exploitation of the ocean floor. We would envisage exploration- 
rights and leases being granted in respect of mineral, petroleum and other 
resources lying in the area within its jurisdiction. We have made seme 
hasty calculations on the amount of revenue which the agency could be 
expected to receive from such activities. On the assumption that an 
agency would be created in the year 1970, that technology will continue 
to advance, that exploitation will be commensurate with the presently known 
resources of the ocean floor, that exploration rights and leases will be 
granted at rates comparable to those existing at present under national 
jurisdiction and that the continental shelf under national, jurisdiction 
will be defined approximately at the 2C0 metres isobath or at twelve miles 
from the nearest coast, we believe that by 1975 > that is, five years 
after an agency is established, gross annual income will reach a level which 
ve conservatively estimate at around $6 billion. After deducting 
administration expenses and all other legitimate expenses including support 
to oceanographic research, the agency would, in cur view, still be left 
with at least $5 billion to be used to further either directly or through 
the United Nations Development Programme the development of poor countries.
The sun which I have mentioned is a conservative estimate. I would recall, 
in this respect, that the United States Government alone has received only 
from- petroleum leases cn its continental shelf in the last fifteen years 
the sum of $9*6 billion. That is one country in respect of one product 
alone. Should the international agency be established and should revenues 
be approximately at the level which we estimate, the 'international aid 
picture will be completely transformed.

(Mr. Pardo. Maita)
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We also envisage the agency as the tody with overall responsibility 
tor keeping the problem of ocean pollution under control* The useful 
work of existing specialized bodies such as the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization and others 
would not be jeopardized* Their collaboration would be solicited and
their advice, if endorsed by the agency, could be incorporated in an 
enforceable code of law for the accepted use of the deep seas and of
the ocean floor. Me believe that 
suggested agency should be founded

the existence and powers of the 
on a treaty clearly, defining the

outer limits of the continental shelf subject to national jurisdiction, 
and establishing generally acceptable principles with regard to the use 
of the deep seas and of the ocean floor. Me are strongly of the opinion 
that the following, among other principles, should be incorporated in 
the proposed treaty:

"1, The sea-bed and the. ocean floor, underlying the seas 
beyond the limits of rational jurisdiction as defined in the treaty, are 
not subject to national appropriation in any manner whatsoever*

"2, The sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction shall be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes • 

"3* Scientific research with regard to the deep seas and ocean 
floor, not directly connected with defence, shall be freely permissible 
and its results available to all.

"I*. The resources of the sea-bed and ocean floor, beyond the. 
limits of national jurisdiction, shall be exploited primarily in the 
interests of mankind, with particular regard to the needs of poor countries.

"5, The exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed and ocean 
floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction shall be conducted in a 
manner consistent with the principles and purposes ci the United nations 
Charter and in a manner net causing unnecessary obstruction of the high 
seas or serious imuairuem: of the marine environment*
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There are other important principles which we could mention, but 
here again I am aware that time presses.

These are our long-term objectives. We realize that they cannot 
be achieved either qyj.ckly or easily. We hope, however, that the 
General Assembly will at its present session adopt a resolution 
embodying the following concepts:

1« The sea—bed and the ocean floor are a common heritage of mankind 
and should be used and exploited for peaceful purposes and for the 
exclusive benefit of mankind as a whole. The needs-of poor countries, 
representing that part of mankind which is most in need of assistance, 
should receive preferential consideration in the event of financial 
benefits being derived .from the exploitation of the sea bed and ocean 
floor for commercial purposes.

2. Claims to sovereignty over the sea-bed and ocean f3,cor beyond 
present national jurisdiction, as presently claimed, should be frozen 
until a clear definition of the continental shelf is formulated.

(̂'*r- Pardo. I-.q1.tn,)
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(Mr. Pardo, Malta)

5- A widely representative but not too numerous body should be established 
in the first place to consider the security, economic and other implications 
of the establishment of an international regime over the deep seas and ocean 
floor beyond the limits vbf present national jurisdiction; in the second place, 
to draft a comprehensive treaty to safeguard the international character of the 
sea-bed and ocean floor beyond present national jurisdiction; and in the third place 
to provide for the establishment of an international agency which will ensure 
that national activities undertaken in the deep seas and on the ocean floor 
will conform to the principles and provisions incorporated in the proposed treaty.

V;e have prepared a draft resolution embodying the points I have mentioned.
Me are reluctant, however, to submit it officially for consideration by this 
Committee. The question of the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond present national 
jurisdiction is of a vital importance to all of us . It is also a matter in 
which the concurrence cf all is essential. Me are not anxious, therefore, 
to engage publicly in the usual controversy which often precedes the adoption 
of a resolution. Me uc net wish to divide this Committee. V;e propose instead 
to appeal to moral concepts, tc reason and to well-understood national interest.
I would accordingly formally request you, Mr. Chairman, to appoint a small out 
widely representative group tc consult together and to elaborate a draft 
resolution which, we would hope, may be acceptable to all, or at least to the 
great majority of Member States.

The CHAIlwif:: The Committee has just heard the detailed and well-
documented statement from the representative of M< 
floor. With the rich material contained in his s- 
enjoy a most challenging journey in a new area as 
sure that the genius of man will not fail to unto! 
oceans and seas.

The item proposed by Malta invites our seriou; 
consideration by the United nations and ether international organizations. There

i nt e r n at i o r.a 1 , peace fu 1 
enabling it to use

ta on the sea-bed and tne oce°n
tement he was able to miake us
et little known to man. X am
. the various mysteries of

attention and deserves due

is no need for me to indicate the comcl ex problems irr
where scientists, economists, jurists and politicians

untiring efforts and peel the ir resources tc promote :
co-operation for the purposes of serving humanity and
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(The Chairman)

for the betterment 01 the human race all the gifts which nature can offer.
During this session 1 foresee a most interesting debate on this new item. 
However, this does non necessarily mean that we should act in haste but, rather, 
cautiously and in phases. In this way I am sure the international 
community will proceed in the right direction.

In connexion with the proposal made by the representative of Malta, I hope 
that he will agree with me that the Committee cannot now decide upon this issue, 
and that he will be kind enough to leave it to the Chair to decide upon it at 
the proper time and after consultation.

If it is so agreed, we shall now begin consideration of the substantive 
aspects of item 33; "the Korean question, with its three sub-items.

AGENDA ITEM 33

THE: KOREAN QUESTION. (A./6696/Rev .1, A/6696 and Add. 1-3, A/6712, A/6836; A/c.l/S&7 
ahdCcrr.l (English only), 9^9, 950 and 951; A/C.l/L.toL and Add.1-2, L.kQk,
L .hOphud Add.1 and L .hOJ ) (continuea)
(a) REPORT'^ THE UNITED RATIONS COMMISSION FOR THE UNIFICATION AUD REHABILITATE 

OF KOREA;
(b) WITHDRAWAL OF UiTlTED STATES AND ALL OTHER FOREIGN FORCES OCCUPYING SOUTH 

KOREA UNDER THE FLAG OFfTim UNITmD nnTICi.S;
(c) DISSOLUTION OF THE UNITEDuATIOKS COMMISSION FOR THE UNIFICATION. AND 

REHABILITATION OF KOREA

The CHAIRMAN: Before I call on the fllst^speaker in the general debate,
in accordance with the aecis 1.on terpen yestej. at cniŷ Lix ossn Hundred and 
fourteenth meeting I  w 1 sn to invite txie 1 epreoentaoi.e ô -'-tne Republic of Korea 
to take part in our discussion or. Mms item <•< 1 Hicut che ngnt to.vote.

I call or. the representative 01 Poland cn a point 01 order.



Please Reply to:

Box 4716
Pacem in MaribusSanta Barbara, California 93103

3 agosto 1978.

Prof.Gerardo Filiberto Dasi 
Centro internazionale ricerche 

sulle strutture ambientali 
"Pio Manzu"

47040 Veruccio (Forli)
Italy.

Caro amico Dasi,

mi dispiace di essere ripartita dall’Europa senza rivederLa.
E ’ stato un estate un p o ’ balordo: molto lavoro a Ginevra, 
molto lavoro ih Olanda, e poi sei settimane di badare a mia 
madre (95 anni!) che non mi ha lasciato nemmeno un minuto 
libero.

Ora sono tornata a casa —  per poco tempo: il 20 agosto devo 
ripartire per New York per la continuazione della Settima Sessione 
della Conferenza sui Mari.

Grazie del ritaglio del giornale.

Qui ho trovato anche le bellissime monete mandatemi dal Ghironzi. 
Adesso che il Governo e ’ a posto spero che possiamo risumere i 
discorsi di collaborazione con Pardo.

A Ginevra abbiamo fatto amicizia col Rappresentante di San Marino 
Dieter Thomas, uomo simpaticissimo. Lo rivedrò’ ora a New York.

Le mando due miei scritti recenti: quello italiano (tradotto) et 
una prefazione a un libro di oceanografia pubblicata da Mondadori; 
1 ’ altro e ’ un memorandum che la Commissione di Willy Brandt mi 
ha invitato a scrivere.

Tanti saluti e auguri,

Sua

Enel: Italian galleys
Willy Brandt Commission memo

International Ocean Instituto 
The University of Malta • Msiiia, Malta



Please Reply to:

Box 4716

Santa Barbara, California 93103

15 marzo 1978.

Professor Gerardo Filiberto Dasi 
Centro Studi Pio Manzu’
47040 Verucchio (Forlì’)
Italia.

Caro amico,

Le accludo copia della mia letterina al Ministro 
Ghironzi.

Spero che si troverà’ un occasione di rivederLa 
questa primavera.

La ringrazio ancora moltissimo del Suo aiuto e 
interesse.

Mi saluti la Sua Signora.

Pacem in Maribus

Aff,mo,

Elisabeth Mann Borgese.

 ̂li '

International Ocean Institute 
The University of Malta * Msida, Malta

«*•



:er for the Study o f Democratic Institutions/The Fund for the Republic, Inc.

15 marzo 1978.

Caro Dasi,

mi arriva ora la Sua lettera del 28 febbraio, 
con acclusa quella del Ministro Ghironzi.
Il ricordo numismatico, tuttavia, non c ’era. 
Spero che la posta non ci abbia fatto un brutto 
scherzo. La busta, pero’, era ben chiusa.

Si vede che il Destino e ’ contrario alle 
nostre relazioni con San Marino!

Con cordiali saluti,

Sua

Elisabeth Mann Borgese.

Box 40(xS, Situiti Bili ¡'lini, (Siili fo> >iui '  ¡0  '  I dt'i'hoiu ': u ( ' °  / l  ti'rtr C l.X  I l.l\ S.\.\ IA B  ,\I\B.-\KA (C . \I.11}



icario Ghironzi
r tario di Stato par gli Affari Esteri 

alla Repubblica di San Marino

Caro Oottor Ghironzi,
in riferimento alla Sua lettera del 22 febbraio corrente, nel rttàni- 
festarLe soddisfazione per il gradimento espresso alla pubblicazione 
della Signora Mann Borgese, assolvo al dovere di informarla che ho 
fatto prontamente recapitare alla stessa Signóra Mann il ricordo 
numismatico sammarinese che Ella ha volitò gentilmente inviare in 
omaggio, non senza ringraziarla mpifò per il gradito omaggio offer
tomi.
Le ricambio, caro Dottor Ghironzi, i sensi della miglior stima e sen
tita cordialità.

Gerardo .Filiberto Dasi





L
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MR GERARDO FILIBERTO DAS I 
SEGRETARIO GENERALE
CENTO PIO MANZU ORGANO NAZIONI UNITE 
VERUCCHI'OFORLI

REGARDING YOUR TELEGRAM PROFESSOR PARDO ARRIVED ROME TODAY STAYING 
HOTEL FLORA PLANS LEAVE ROME FOR SAN MARINO BY HERTZ CAR ABOUT 1 PAM 
2QTH WITH MRS BORGESE 

MRS MULLER
ASSISTANT TO ELISABETH BORGESE

COL 1 QAM 2QTH
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Please Reply to:

Box 4716

Santa Barbara, California 93103

p O O Q O

Paœm in Maribus

August 2 , 1978

Dott. Giancarlo Ghironzi 
Segretario di Stato per 
gli Affair Esteri 
Repubblica di San Marino

Eccellenza :

/y/~
¿r c /? r
/'OS-'#

d

Tornata a casa, trovo qui le due scatole di monete 
dello Stato, serie 1977, che Lei ha avuto la gentilezza 
di regalarmi. La ringrazio moltissimo. Le monete sono 
molto belle, e mi hanno fatto un grande piacere.

A Ginevra ho avuto occasione di trattenermi a lungo 
col Rappresentante di San Marino, il Signor Dieter Thomas. 
Abbiamo fatto amicizia. Strano caso, le nostre famiglie 
si conoscevano da tempo.

Spero che adesso che la crisi politica e ’superata, 
potremo resumere rapporti di lavoro in ciò’ che riguarda 
la Conferenza sui Mari. Le accludo oggi un memorandum 
che ho scritto per la Willy Brandt Commission. Mi fu 
richiesto da due membri della Commissione, Il Ministro 
Yaker (Algeria) e Jan Pronk (Olanda) tutti i due membri 
del nostro Board of Trustees. Spero che le idee espresse 
nel memorandum possano essere di interesse anche per Lei.

Nella speranza di poter tornare a San Marino in un 
futuro non troppo remote, Le porgo intanto l’espressione 
del.1a mia stima e i piu’cordiali saluti e auguri.

Sua

Elisabeth Mann Borgese 

Enel: Willy Brandt Commission paper

'• j Oo

International Ocean Institute 
ì University of Malta • Msida, Malta



Please Reply to:
4, ^

Box 4716

Paœm in MaribusSanta Barbara, California 93103 •

15 marzo 1978

L ’Hon. Giancarlo Ghironzi 
Segretario di Stato Affari Esteri 
Repubblica di San Marino

Egregio Signor Ministro,

La ringrazio del Suo cortese telegramma. Natural
mente capisco la situazione. E ’ un gran peccato 
che, per ora, le cose siano andate cosi’ —  
perche’, come Lei sa, la Conferenza e ’ in grave 
crisi, e una voce forte nuova poteva effettuare 
resultati inaspettati...

Io parto per Ginevra la settimana prossima; il Dott. 
Pardo verrà’ verso la fine di aprile.

Aspettiamo la soluzione della crisi San-Marinese, 
per la quale Le auguro ogni bene, e siamo, come 
prima, a Sua piena disposizione.

Mi potra’ sempre trovare attraverso la Missione 
Permanente dell’Austria a Ginevra.

Coll’espressione della mia stima e gratitudine,

Sua

/
BorgeseElisabeth Mann

flit A  irS n

International Ocean Institute 
The University of Malta * Msida, Malta



31 Segretarie òi Stato 
per Qti Affari C steti San Marino 22 Febbraio 1978/1677 d.F.R.

’ . w  \  u ~ , V\ S% J /

La ringrazio per il magnifico volume che mi ha 
fatto pervenire da parte della autrice Signora Mann Bor = 
gese .

La prego di trasmettere alla stessa il mio com= 
piacimento più vivo per la bella pubblicazione che ho mol 
to apprezzato per i contenuti, la stupenda iconografia e 
la veste tipografica.

Accolga, Caro Segretario Generale, i sensi del= 
la più alta stima ed i migliori

(

P.S.- La prego di far pervenire
se il piccolo ricordo numismatico sammarinese alle 
gato alla presente.

saluti.

r
Gianoario~Ghironzi ):ario 

\ V'

alla Signora Mann Borfe =

111.mo Signor Professore 
Gerardo Filiberto BASI
Segretario Generale den entro Internazionale 
ricerche sulle strutture ambientali ” Pio Manzù" 
VERUCCHIO
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24 FEBBRAIO U.S. HO PRE3AT0 IL CONSOLE 3ENERALE RE DI 

COMUNICARLE CHE LA POSSIBILITÀ’ DI UNA COLLABORAZIONE CON 

IL PROF. PARDO SAREBBE STATA SENZ ALTRO ESAMINATA SE NON 

FOSSERO SORTE LE DIFFICOLTA’ DERIVANTI DALL 

COL 4068 3 24
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Telegram

22 SI3N0RA ELISABETH MANN 

B0R3ESE P.O.BOX. 4068 PA3E 2/40

ATTUALE MOMENTO POLITICO CHE NON CONSENTE NUOVE E VALIDE 

INIZIATIVE ( CRISI DI GOVERNO TUTTORA APERTA) NEL RINGRAZIARLA 

NUOVAMENTE PER INTERESSANTE VOLUME PERVENUTOMI TRAMITE PROF.

DASI PORSOLE RINNOVATE ESPRESSIONI ALTA STIMA

SIANCARLO GHIRONZI SESRETARIO STATO AFFARI ESTERI REPUBBLICA 

SAN MARINO 

COL OK 
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